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Hot briquetted iron manufacturers in india

Elan InterTrade has direct yard sources from the US, EU, Australia, Japan for Shredded quality, HMS and Turning scrap import into India. Masscorp has created a superior place for itself in the distribution of raw materials to steel production units worldwide. We market and distribute raw materials - such as coke, pork iron and scrap metal - that are used in the
steel production process. . We specialize in steel trading and service of the entire steel supply chain. We also finance steel and working capital manufacturing equipment for mills with business planning and project management consultation. Along with steel trading we also offer price risk management service. Masscorp stands out as a leader among steel
exporters in India. The company also ships steel products, bulk breaking, also acts as a wholesale stockist who manages the interior distribution. Products marketed include long, flat, tubular and semi-finished products with specialized products such as construction steel, steel scrap and other steel products for the oil and gas industry. Masscorp also acts as
an intermediary between producers and buyers offering a range of value-added services. For steel producers, the company offers cost-effective, logistical and financial services to secure customers' business in international markets. For steel buyers, we offer a reliable and flexible sourcing channel with financial support. Value-added services include take-off
agreements, derivatives trading, maritime transport, inspection, bulk port breakage, customs clearance, management of complex VAT regulations, and the organization of inland transport and intermediate storage. Masscorp's role as a business intermediary can take one of two main or mediating forms. By acting as the main one in the business, the profit is
obtained by including a small margin for ourselves between sales prices and purchase costs, while confirming the contract, taking credit risk and billing buyers. By acting as a mediator, the supplier invoices the buyer directly and we make a profit by way of commission or commission from steel producers. We ensure that high-quality marketing services are
offered to steel producers, whether we act as principals or mediators. The main products marketed by Masscorp include coal, coke, pork iron, iron ore, direct reduced iron (DRI), hot briquetted iron (HBI), Ferro alloys, steel scrap. The Sponge is formed by reducing iron ore to metal iron through carbon reaction in the form of carbon, etc. to approx. 1100
degrees Celsius. Sponge iron is also known as direct reduced iron, metallic iron or hot briquetted iron. Sponge iron is used in the iron and steel industry as a substitute for scrap in induction and electric arc furnaces. Over the years, the shortage of expensive fusion scrap has made sponge iron a raw material high quality steel. In India, the abundance of iron
ore deposits has led to the absorption of the indian industry-famous and the use of lumps and fines of ore has led the country to become the world's largest producer of sponge iron. Monnet Group dabbled in this segment in the early 1990s and over the years has perfected technology and become the second largest sponge iron manufacturer in India. In this
process route, iron oxides are converted to dri/HBI by using natural gas in a vertical shaft furnace. For steel producers, it is a metallic, energy efficient and much greener inmate route. The product in this route are dried and briquette-shaped packages. Univac Quality Policy : 100% participation, dedication and hard work by our qualified workforce in the
continuous updating of existing products and the development of new innovative designs. Steel banknote sizes: 100 X 100 160 X 200 120 X 120 180 X 200 125 X 125 220 X 220 160 X 160 200 X 250 105 X 200 Flowers as cast160 / 200 / 2 Billets of 5 0 mm square 240x280 mm as sheet 125mm square Specifications: Steel banknotes: 100 x 100, 120 x 120
and 130 x 130 Length 6 or 12mtrsSomos recognized in the export of iron ore and have extensive relationships with the main mine owners in India possess and extensive and recognized experience in this industry. We work aggressively towards our importers, buyers and coordinate regularly to meet our commitments according to schedules. Our main
customers are China.Shipments are FOB, CNF and CIF based ranging from 52% Faith to 64.5% Faith grades. Shipments are through the ports of Chennai, Krishnapatnam, Kakinada, Vizag, Paradaip and Haldia on the east coast and Goa, Mangalore, Belikiri and Karwar Ports on the west coast. We also export hot briquetted iron (HBI) and top quality steel
billels, which are immensely used for the manufacture of extrusions and forgings. Acquired from reliable sources, these steel bills are corrosion resistant and last a long time. With a smooth surface finish, these steel billels require less maintenance. We offer them in various sizes, shapes and thicknesses to meet customer specifications and demands.
ORIGIN : Indian price for contract : Please ask by email / TelephoneDELIVERY: CIF - ASWP MINIMUM SHIPPING: 5,000 M/T x 12 MONTHS PACKING: BULK LOOSE We accept payment by bank transfer / TRANSFERABLE letter of credit. Export of steel banknotes: We export top quality steel bills, which are immensely used for the manufacture of
extrusions and forgings. These bills of acquired from reliable sources, are corrosion resistant and last a long time. With a smooth surface finish, these steel billels require less maintenance. We offer them in various sizes, shapes and thicknesses to satisfy customers demands. Specifications : Steel banknotes: 100 x 100, 120 x 120 and 130 x 130 length 6 or
12mtrsUnivac Consulting Engineers (UCE) offers solutions oriented to solutions for the iron and steel industry - provides solutions from land selection to plant commissioning. We guide our customers what better suites for them. In this article, you can find the list of the main HBI exporters/importers and also the main HBI manufacturers/suppliers by country.
Note: This article is not related to Healthy Buildings International or Healthcare Business International or Hanes Brands Inc or Hans-Bredow-Institute for Media Research at the University of Hamburg.What is HBI? HBI has applications in EAFs (Electric Arc Ovens), BOF (Basic Oxygen Ovens) and BFs (Explosion Ovens) although most HBI is used in EAFs, of
which the market share in 2018 was around 76%. The growing demand for HBI is driving the global market for this product. In addition, many steel producers around the world are shifting their steel production media from traditional BFs technology to the electric furnace process (EAF) due to increased environmental pollution. A premium form of DRI, Hot
Briquetted Iron (HBI) is compacted at a temperature above 650 oC with a density of more than 5,000 Kg/m3. HBI was developed as a product to overcome problems related to handling and shipping DRI - as a result of the compaction process, it is much less porous and therefore very unreagent than DRI and will not be affected by the risk of self-heating that
we can see in DRI. Exporters and importers of HBIIn accordance with IIMA Data-Based Metal Bulletin estimates, In 2017, global HBI exports exceeded 6 million tonnes, excluding domestic shipments. In 2016, the volume was about 4 million tons. The export market has been grown in around one million tonnes in 2018.In in 2017, with 2.8 million exporting
tons, Russia was the world's leading supplier of HBI - all supplied by Metalloinvest, according to IIMA data - with more than 40% of HBI's global market share. In an operational report, Metalloinvest said they sold a total of 3.6 million tonnes of HBI in 2017. They increased their production to 4.5 million tons per year after starting their HBI-3 factory of 1.8 million
tpy in July 2017. They had room to increase shipments by around 900,000 tonnes in 2018.Venezuela is the second largest HBI supplier, despite ongoing problems with the supply of raw materials, due to the country's economic crisis and inadequate operating funds and difficulties with supplying In 2017, Venezuela exported 1.05 million tonnes of HBI. The
third leading provider of HBI in 2017 was the United States. In 2016, Voestalpine of Austria exported about 1 million tons of its 2 million peso U.S. HBI factory in Texas, including domestic shipping to its Austrian factories and Mexico, according to IIMA data. Iran is a developing source of iron iron pellets with the increase in DRI/HBI exports each year. In
2017, the country exported about 600,000 tonnes of DRI/HBI and shipments were expected to reach around 1 million tonnes in 2019, as Iranian sources have said. India, Malaysia and Libya were other exporters of DRI and HBI and shipped about 1.8 million tonnes in 2017.With respect to demand in 2017, the United States was the largest consumer of
DRI/HBI, importing about 1.8 million tonnes, as stated by the International Bureau of Steel Statistics (ISSB). Almost all volumes were shipped from the Nu-Iron facility of US steelmaker Nucor in Trinidad and Tobago in the Caribbean.The second largest buyer was Italy, importing 1.12 million tons of HBI in 2016, according to ISSB. Mexico, Spain, Austria and
South Korea were also the main consumers of HBI. IIMA anticipates demand for DRI/HBI to increase in India and Iran. In India, the national steel plan provides for a demand of 80 million tonnes of DRI, based on annual crude steel production of 300 million tons, according to Barrington.Manufacturers/Suppliers ListManufacturer/Supplier of Hot Briquette Iron
in Russia Maker/Iron Supplier Hot Briquette VenezuelaManufacturer/Hot Briquetted Iron Supplier AustriaManufacturer/Hot Briquetted Iron Supplier IndiaSources:metalbulletin.commarketwatch.combrandessenceresearch.biz IndiaSources:metalbulletin.combrandessenceresearch.biz IndiaSources:metalbulletin.commarket
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